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Handling heterogeneity in English geography textbooks 1850-2000
Abstract
Teaching demands engagement with a diverse world. When teaching about distant places, school textbooks commonly employ mediation devices of comparison, contrast and narratives of change. To what extent are such pedagogical strategies inherently othering? This question is addressed in the context of representations of Japan in English geography textbooks from 1850 to 2000. A process of detailed qualitative analysis was applied to the books, focussing on language structures, but also considering visual elements. Although the nature of comparison and change narratives varied over time, there was an enduring power dynamic within their construction. It is important to recognise this dynamic, because of the widespread use of such taken-for-granted strategies. This is relevant not only to geography education but to any discipline in which the world is represented. Can other ways of constructing the world offer an alternative approach? 

Key words








To teach about the world is to engage with almost infinite heterogeneity. This is particularly so in the discipline of geography; the Greek ‘geographia’ translates as ‘writing the earth’, and there is a lot of earth to write. But who writes it and how? In the last 150 years, the dominant approach in school geography has been to study the world continent-by-continent or region-by-region. Much of the resulting text in geography textbooks appears to be simple description of the world. Although its intention is mimetic - straightforward communication of the world ‘as it is’ to an audience of learners - in fact heterogeneity is being heavily ‘handled’. The first step in this handling process is the selection of content, made by particular author(s) for a particular reason within a particular socio-political, economic and educational context. While the text may project an a priori authority for its selected content, even casual viewing from a different point in space-time reveals its situated nature. The second step is the mediation of the content for the audience. Certain pedagogical ‘devices’, or ways of framing are deployed to represent a complex world to young people. This article focuses on the devices of comparison, contrast and narratives of change as they are used within textbooks. These devices are ways of handling heterogeneity. In geography textbooks, the devices of comparison and contrast tend to be applied to difference over space, while change is usually applied to difference over time. The aim of this article is to explore the inherent politics of these devices, considering the extent to which they reinforce the value of the place-time of the assumed audience by othering distant place-times. The empirical base for this research is the representation of one distant place, Japan, in a set of school geography textbooks published in England from 1850 to 2000. The findings have relevance to other disciplines in which the world is represented to young people. 

This research was governed by the overall research question: In what ways is Japan constructed in a set of geography textbooks published in England from 1850 to 2000?  The methods of construction, or pedagogical framing devices, that formed the focus of the analysis within the texts were, first, expressions of comparison/contrast and, second, narratives of change. Comparisons and contrasts as expressed within the textbooks were examined over two spatial contexts: first, comparisons and contrasts made between Japan and other countries and, second, comparisons and contrasts made within Japan itself. 

Comparison, contrast and change
The late Doreen Massey, a human geographer of considerable influence, stated that space is ‘the sphere of the possibility of the existence of multiplicity in the sense of contemporaneous plurality … of coexisting heterogeneity’ (Massey 2005: 9). Thus we can conceive of ‘multiplicity and space as co-constitutive’ (Massey 2005: 9). A similar relationship could be suggested between time and change. If nothing changed, not even our bodily state or thoughts, we would not recognise the passage of time. It is not surprising, therefore, that ideas of comparison, contrast and change are important to the everyday ways in which people communicate about the world, and, by extension, as pedagogical devices, or ways of framing within an educational text. 

It is helpful, initially, to consider the nature of comparison and change in people’s everyday experience of, and communication about, the world. The act of comparison assumes some element of difference, even if in no more than location. People do not compare something with itself, except over time, which assumes the potential difference of change. Comparison and contrast are applied at least to pairs of things (holiday destinations, restaurants and so on) and sometimes within multiple or grouped phenomena (including perceived norms). Consideration of change involves comparison of something or someone over time. It is commonly expressed as a narrative, a way of sequencing events to convey meaning to an audience, usually structured with a beginning, middle and end (Carter et al. 2001, Elliott 2005). 

In everyday contexts, there is normally an evaluative element to comparison, contrast and change. In a narrative of change, the process of evaluation incorporates comparison and contrast – is the ending point better or worse than the starting point? For example if I tell a friend that my car was making an odd noise, so I took it to the garage and now it’s fine, that is a short change narrative, with an implicit but mutually understood positive outcome. Such evaluations (whether implicit or explicit) are culturally positioned and the evaluative outcome for the same phenomenon or event may differ over place and time. For example, a narrative about economic growth in one country may be evaluated positively by its inhabitants but negatively by its competitors. 

The criteria selected for an act of comparison and the decision about which ‘end’ of the continuum is preferable give substantial information about the culture or sub-culture engaging in the act of comparison. For example, in the children’s card game Top Trumps, pairs of cards are compared according to certain criteria, and the ‘better’ card wins. Different sets of cards relate to different topics and have their own criteria for comparison, so dinosaurs win if they are stronger, larger or heavier, whilst a fashion doll’s clothes win if they are more sparkly, original or glamorous. In this instance, the criteria and winning end are explicit and evident. In everyday communication, the evaluative element may be assumed, ambiguous, open or contested. 

In the same way that comparison, contrast and change are key ways of negotiating diversity in everyday life, they are also common pedagogical framing devices. Children are encouraged to differentiate the world through ascribing objects to groups based on a comparison of their characteristics. ‘Compare and contrast’ questions are common in textbooks, classroom activities and examinations. Comparison of places is used in geography education as a way of exploring similarity and difference within the world (Bailey and Fox 1996, Balderstone 2006, Lambert and Balderstone 2000). The home nation or local area may be compared to another on the same scale, two distant places may be compared or two or more parts of the same place, for example districts in a town. With reference to the English geography National Curriculum for primary-aged pupils at the time, Martin (2013: 410) notes that ‘comparison is therefore embedded in the approach to understanding different places, with the UK being the benchmark against which similarities and differences are identified’. Narratives of change are commonly deployed in geography education when considering urban growth, decline of an industry or ‘development’ of a country.

In a key article on difference within an educational context, Nicholas Burbules (1997) raises the ethics of comparison by opening up the possibility of unequal power relations between categorisers and categorised. He highlights the dependence of categorical differences on pre-determined ways of dividing up the world, and asks: ‘Whose categories are these, and who is assigning instances to categories?’ (Burbules 1997: 101). Burbules suggests eight types of difference. His first five types concern categorical differences common in textbooks, for example variety (such as different types of tree) and degree (points along a continuum, such as height). In these terms, the differences in Top Trumps would be in degree, but who decides the categories of comparison and why? Burbules suggests that such differences can easily be taken for granted, rather than subject to critical scrutiny. 

Because accounts of comparison, contrast and change involve ascription of difference (whether over space or time), their use in teaching also has an ethical dimension. As in Top Trumps, though usually in a more subtle presentation, one of the pair is judged to be better, the other worse. When this comparison is between self (individual or nation) and other, self will either be bolstered or devalued. The former is more likely if a nationalistic project is involved. For example, Said sees the early western disciplines and later disciplinary methods as based on comparison (Said 1978: 117). These were an inherently Eurocentric project, as were the forays into social Darwinism and the ranking of continents and people groups that lent legitimacy to imperial expansion (Mitchell 1996). In a similar way, narratives of change with regard to countries or regions involve evaluation. For example, economic growth and increasing disposable income are often constructed as ‘progress’ or ‘development’ by those who benefit, but those who experience their negative outcomes, or hold alternative values, will construct them differently. 


When comparing and contrasting two places, on whatever scale, it is easy for difference between to be highlighted at the expense of difference within. For example, Inokuchi and Nozaki’s (2005) research on US young people’s representations of Japan found a tendency to emphasise difference between the countries whilst minimising internal variation (Inokuchi and Nozaki 2005). Taylor’s (2014) research addressed this issue in more depth with regard to English young people’s representations of Japan over a period of school study. This found that ‘a complex matrix of comparison and contrast between Japan and other countries existed for each student, ranging from unacknowledged conflation, to acknowledged confusion, to basic discernment, to a more nuanced view, depending on the aspect under consideration.’ (Taylor 2014: 15). Some aspects of diversity within Japan were essentialised, but others were presented as pairs of ‘sides’ or in a more complex way. 

While these examples are from young people’s representations, the balance of diversity between and within is equally an issue in teaching and textbooks. One approach to countering stereotypes that minimise diversity within is to instead construct binaries, for example North/South Italy or rich/poor Brazil, but is this helpful, or is it best to move straight to a more nuanced representation (Picton 2008)? Binaries can have the same unhelpful, essentialising tendencies as single views. Hopkin (2001) picks up the disadvantage of the easily-established binary contrast, suggesting that ‘familiarity with these authorised countries [those prescribed in the National Curriculum of the time] may lead to stagnation and a formulaic approach in a rapidly  changing world, with Italy becoming the North-South divide, and Brazil being constructed for pupils as little more than Amazonia plus favelas (shanty towns).’ (2001: 63 emphasis added). Zagumny and Richey (2012) found a traditional/modern binary operating in representations of Southwest Asia and North Africa in US geography textbooks. The issue of handling difference or contrast within countries is therefore an important focus, in conjunction with difference or contrast between countries. 






Theoretical and methodological framing
In Rose’s work on visual analysis (Rose 2007), she suggests three sites for analysis: the production of the text, the text itself and the audience. In this article, I will focus on a detailed analysis of the site of the text, as an interpretive case study (Stake 1995).  However, textbooks are not produced or used in a vacuum, so it is important to bear in mind the socio-cultural context of the textbooks including trends in geography teaching, geo-political and educational change. The period 1850 to 2000 spans massive movement in the English school system, with the compulsory school leaving age rising from ten in 1880 to sixteen in 1973. In that time, geography in England rose from being a little-regarded subject concerned with where places are to a fully-fledged academic discipline throughout all levels of education (Walford, 2001). In terms of world-wide events, this period covers the decline of empire and two world wars.

I adopted Ahier’s (1988) criteria for defining textbooks: for use in schools of the state; specific only to the chronological age of the reader; divided according to academic discipline; works of non-fiction.  Scholarship over recent decades has viewed textbooks as both socially constructed and constructing. They are created by particular individuals and groups (including publishers) with particular aims within a particular socio-political, subject and educational context. They are likely to be a site of authority because of the resource infrastructure involved in their creation and distribution. This investment also encourages longevity (Apple and Christian-Smith 1991). Graves (2001: 157) concludes his book with the observation that: ‘Textbooks tend to follow society, rather than lead it’. However, the cycle of representation and action is surely reciprocal and, at least in the earlier part of the period of study, textbooks are likely to have had a strong influence on young people’s view of the world, as there were fewer competing media sources than at present. 

In England, choice and commissioning of textbooks is not controlled by the state or local authority, as in some countries. Instead, the production of textbooks is broadly governed by market forces, via a number of competing publishers, though in recent years examination boards have played a greater role in accrediting books for those taking national examinations. It is clearly important to remember that textbooks do not necessarily directly equate to what is taught, or learned, in the classroom (Apple and Christian-Smith 1991). However, this study focuses on the site of the text (Rose 2007), to see how the pedagogical devices of comparison, contrast and narratives of change were used to build representations of Japan 

There is a strong tradition of textbook research in geography education in England, particularly towards the end of the twentieth century. Geography educators such as Norman Graves, Bill Marsden, Rex Walford and David Lambert have considered changing characteristics of textbooks, their use and abuse and how they have represented the world over time (Graves 2001, Lambert 1999, Marsden 2001, Walford 2001). Though not from a geography education perspective, John Ahier’s (1988) study of dualities of town and country in geography and history textbooks included a strand on the links between distant places and England over the period 1880-1960.  Other work on representation of place in textbooks has tended to focus on former Empire countries or Africa. Nozaki used semiotic analysis to study representations of Japanese education in three US world geography middle school textbooks published in the late 1980s to 1990s, situating these within the context of media accounts of Japan (Nozaki 2001). Nozaki’s findings highlighted the ‘examination-hell’ discourse within representations of education in Japan (Nozaki 2001). This showed middle-class, urban students being pressured to work very hard in order to pass challenging entrance examinations and was implicitly contrasted with a more healthy or normal approach to education in the US. In the current research my aim was to study representations of all aspects of Japan over a longer timescale and from an English perspective, approaching this through the pedagogical devices of comparison, contrast and narratives of change. 


The set of textbooks
A set of 37 books published between 1850 and 2000 was selected for detailed study from the wider collection of geography textbooks available. This set was chosen according to the following criteria: 1) inclusion of content on Japan; 2) age of intended audience; 3) format. Most books available included at least some material on Japan, but a few focussing exclusively on the British Empire were excluded. The books chosen for detailed study were, so far as could be determined, designed for children of nine years of age and above. Texts for 7 to 9-year-olds were excluded because they were found to have a distinctly different set of style conventions, worthy of separate study. The majority in the set were for children aged 9 to 14 years, though a few were for a range of up to 15 or 16 years. Some were explicitly designated for a particular school year group, others were flexible or ambiguous regarding the age of their audience. 

Textbooks over the period of study had a range of formats reflecting changing educational practices and expectations. The set included textbooks with and without visuals and/or activities, all of which were likely to have been used as multiple-copy sets in the classroom. Single-topic books which could have been used by individuals for private reading or project work were excluded from the sample. While by their nature, such books contain very detailed representations of Japan (for example Finnemore 1907, Greenlees 1993), their classification as textbooks is marginal, and they were felt to be worthy of separate study.

The set of 37 books included between one and six books published as editions or reprints in each decade from 1850 to 2000, with the exception of the 1870s for which the one series available did not include content on Japan. Some books and series were revised and reprinted over long periods and the copies available for study were not always first editions, so change can only be tracked from the reference dates in very general terms. 

Method of reading and analysis
The detailed reading stage comprised a form of qualitative content analysis informed by Collier and Collier’s (1986) strategy for the analysis of photographs. This is a four-stage process, balancing a holistic approach with focus on individual elements, as summarised in the left-hand column of table 1. I had previously used this approach when analysing children’s drawings (Béneker et al. 2007, Taylor 2011) and found it could be successfully transferred to the written and visual texts in this project as shown in the right-hand column of table 1.

	Collier and Collier’s method	Adaption to this project
1	Observe data as a whole, ‘listen’ to overtones and subtleties, discover connecting and contrasting patterns. Note feelings and impressions and what portions of the data they are in response to. Write down questions. Build context for research.	Initial overview of the set cataloguing bibliographic details, noting format and key content, reference to Japan and initial impressions and questions.
2	Inventory or log the evidence so that you know completely its general content. Design inventory around categories that reflect and assist your research goals.	Detailed reading and noting on inventory sheets for the set of books, regarding aspects of Japan covered, comparative and descriptive language (between countries and within Japan), presence, content and form of visuals, any sources cited, presence and format of any pupil activities.
3	Structured analysis responding to specific questions. Information gathered is often statistical in character. Detailed descriptions may also be made which abstract one situation for ready comparison with another.	Looking for repetitions, trends and patterns in the qualitative data, asking and answering questions to develop understanding of the dataset as well as contemporaneous context where necessary. Summary tables produced of topics, traditional/modern contrasts, places of comparison/contrast. Accessed sources cited in texts. 
4	Search for the overtones and significance of the details by returning to the complete field record. Try again to respond to the data in an open manner, so that details are placed in a more complete context that defines the significance of their patterns. Write your conclusions as influenced by this final exposure to the full context. 	Drawing together key representations and changes, summary sheets for patterns over time, reading back through each section of text as a whole, considering significance, linking back to literature, formulating conclusions.

Table 1: Collier and Colliers’ (1986: 178-179) model for analysis of photographs and as developed for this project 

When analysing the language used to represent Japan in Stage 2, I noted the overall tone (or combinations of tones), shown by adjectives such as ‘beautiful’, ‘enterprising’ or ‘strange’ and I focussed on particular words or phrases which indicate assumptions or expectations. Often these occurred in comparative structures, for example ‘Both [countries] are …’, deficit structures such as ‘note the absence of sheep’ or in indirect comparisons against an expected norm, often involving the words ‘still’, ‘just’, ‘only’ or ‘as usual’. Adjectives such as ‘unrivalled (scenery)’ or ‘small (farms)’ were also indicators of comparative assumptions. Such structures construct the identity of the author’s home as much as that of Japan. Sections of narrative tended to use a ‘recount’ format, predominately in the past tense with time indicators such as ‘Before... Now…’ or ‘At first… after…. Today…’  Evaluation of change and lack of change was noted, including implicit comparative judgements, for example ‘rickshaws are still found’. 

Presence and content of images was noted. As might be expected, these were absent or few in older books, with just an occasional map or engraving. From  the early twentieth century, photographs became more common. Indeed the same photograph of tea-picking was reprinted in a number of different books. The spatial organisation of photographs or images which seemed designed to show contrasts within Japan was analysed more closely. 







The books included in the research set address Japan in two to twenty-four pages each (the median is ten). Of course page sizes and density of text vary between books, but in most cases this is a significant treatment. Until the 1960s, the level of coverage is mainly a reflection of the style of regional geography presented; many countries were covered in similar, or even greater, depth. However, with the advent of issues-based geography from the 1970s, the number of country studies decreased. Study of Japan could easily have dwindled away at that point, except that a comparison of USA, USSR and Japan was prescribed in the first geography national curriculum in England (DES 1991) and so this was picked up by textbook writers. In the 1990s, Japan was one of the ‘big four’ countries covered at Key Stage 3 (for 11-14 year-olds), along with Italy, Kenya and Brazil (Roberts 2006). Hopkin (2001) notes 1.6% of space being devoted to Japan in textbooks for 11-14 year-olds following the 1991 National Curriculum, rising to 5.2% following the 1995 revisions. 

Almost all books in the set cover a wide range of aspects of Japan, including culture/lifestyle, the natural environment, the economy, population and aspects of history. Indeed the consistency of topics covered is surprisingly high given the timespan. For example, mountains are mentioned in almost all books, as are rice farming and major cities. However, there are also changes in the material covered. Some of these reflect changes in Japan itself, for example camphor-growing is commonly mentioned in the earlier period, heavy industry later. Others reflect geo-political changes, for example the world events used as reference points alter in prominence. Changes in societal and educational norms are also reflected, for example some of the older books comment on Japanese people’s appearance and manners, but this is less common in more recent books. Changes in geography education are also noticeable, for example systems of government are usually covered until the early twentieth century, rarely thereafter, while environmental issues are mostly found from the 1970s onwards. A study of the general topics chosen in each book is not particularly revealing, but a deeper consideration of the way in which content is presented through text and image reveals a subtle (and sometimes rather blatant) construction of the distant other. 


Comparison and contrast between Japan and other countries
Comparison and contrast with England/Britain is clearly evident across the whole time period, as might be expected due to the country of publication. Other countries used for comparison and/or contrast include China, Italy, Norway, India, USA and Russia. Common topics of comparison include size, climate, landscape, everyday life, characteristics of the population, agriculture, industry and economy. Some of these topics receive continued attention, others comes and go. Similarly, the designation of the ‘best’ country for a particular aspect and the ways such evaluations are presented change over time. 

Japan definitely wins the ‘Top Trump’ in terms of beautiful scenery, particularly regarding the indented coast and Mount Fuji. For example, Meiklejohn (1889) refers to ‘unrivalled scenery’. Anon. (1884: 110) says that Japan ‘can proudly point to the never-ending variety and beauty of her ocean waters’ and Anon. (c. 1913: 180) to Mount Fuji as the ‘beautiful, conical slumbering volcano, seen in so many pictures’. Later books commonly include a photograph of Mount Fuji. This praise fits with interest in scenic beauty in England and abroad at the time, and perhaps was acceptable because such attributes did not pose an economic or political threat to Britain. However, when the landscape was evaluated on its potential for resource production, there was a deficit view in terms of the amount of land available for farming in Japan and the characteristics of rivers. ‘Rivers are short, swift, and often interrupted by falls so that they are rarely navigable, and do not serve to connect the lowlands with each other’ (Herbertson and Herbertson 1907: 204, emphasis added); ‘the short and rapid rivers only add to the beauty and fertility of the country, but are not of much use for commerce’ (Mason 1884: 103, emphasis added). These examples show that when criteria for comparison of rivers concerned potential for industry and trade, Japan was rated poorly compared to the assumed norm of English rivers. This type of evaluation is embued with power, as it affirms English rivers and their value to domestic industrial growth, promoting the ‘home’ nation. However, criteria for evaluation change and later in the period, Japanese rivers were evaluated as useful for hydro-electric power (Honeybone and Graves 1966, Kemp et al. 1992, Learmonth and Learmonth 1958). 

Climate in Japan is usually represented as similar to Britain ‘excepting in its greater extremes of heat and cold at particular seasons’ (Hughes 1859: 215). This similarity is important. In the earlier part of the period of study, characteristics of climate were used to justify the ‘order’ of races. Ahier (1988: 163-164) notes that: 

regional geography, as a development within the academic discipline, and into geography teaching in school books, both established a national confidence and, at the same time, a set of assumptions about other races. It located them firmly in their climates and in lands which inhibited their growth towards civilization. Where conditions were too difficult (the deserts, the Arctic) their lives were oddities; existences of constraint, hardship and struggle. Of more imperial significance, in the so-called ‘hot lands’ of the Caribbean and Africa, life was thought to be too easy, there being no necessity to work hard and save. In the books there is a clear implication of a natural hierarchy by which the British are given their place in the world. 

Japan was an anomaly compared to most non-western countries because its climate was seen as temperate (if more extreme). Potentially, this could comprise a threat to ‘home’ superiority, unless it could be mitigated in some way.

The apparent similarity of location, physical composition and environment between Japan and the UK paved the way for an important comparison deployed between the 1880s and late 1950s: Japan as ‘The Britain of the East’. This act of comparison was made in a way, and initiated at a time, when it served ‘home’ interests by indicating aspects of the other that were like ‘us’.  For example: 

Situated with regard to Asia, as the British Isles are with regard to Europe – that is to say islands separated from the continent by narrow seas; of about the same size as Britain; having about the same population; with a landscape as verdant and as varied […] with a climate of about the same average temperature, though more extreme […] the ‘Land of the Rising Sun’ may well be termed the Great Britain of the Eastern Seas.’ (Mason 1884: 103)

Meiklejohn (1889: 280) lists ten points of comparison, including numbers of islands, good situation for commerce, good harbours, temperate climate and hard-working people. Ten is an unusually long list of comparisons, and Meiklejohn does seem to have been struggling by the final point: ‘The climates of both are addicted to fogs’! The choice of comparisons shows the contemporary value of power through commerce. Even the physical environment is evaluated on its ability to provide for this. The comparisons focus on positive elements and the overall tone is that Japan is good because it is ‘like us’, which reinforces English self-image. 

Where did the ‘Britain of the East’ comparison come from? One textbook writer comments that ‘The Japanese are delighted to hear their Empire likened to that of Great Britain. They hope that the likeness will extend to the maritime, industrial and commercial development and they are working hard to attain that ideal.’ (Anon. 1904: 161-162). Another reflects on the connection with political events: ‘When an alliance, altogether favourable to their future development was made with Britain in 1902, it is little wonder that this phrase – the Britain of the East – sprang into notice’ (Anon c.1913: 179). The mood of mutual admiration constructed in these texts fitted with political ideas of the day, as Japan was seen as an ally against Russia. Also, Japan was far enough away not to be an economic or military threat to Britain at that time. The tone altered with changes in the geo-political power balance later in the twentieth century. For example, Brooks (1941: 201) comments that Japan is ‘Often called the Britain of the East, although the similarities between our own islands and Japan are not so prominent as the points in which they differ’. Whilst admitting some similarities (so avoiding the possibility that ‘we’ were wrong in the past) Brooks distances Japan by suggesting that the differences are greater. The last usage of the ‘Britain of the East’ phrase in the set of textbooks was 1958 (Archer and Thomas 1958), but comparison of elements is evident into the 1960s (e.g. Penrose 1968). From the 1970s onwards, contrasts are more common. 

Overall, the tone in the earlier books is very positive about Japan. The people were represented as polite, clean, hard-working and resourceful. There is a clear didactic undertone – pupils should also become these things. Indeed, the Japanese were even a model for the English: 

the people take great pride in cleanliness. The floors of their houses are carpeted with fine, clean, white matting of native manufacture, so clean that they put off their shoes before entering a room. Foreign visitors, by the by, are expected to do the same; but John Bull [representing the English man] is too bumptious to honour the natives in that way. As to their personal cleanliness, that is placed beyond all doubt (!) [sic] by the institution of public baths, wherein you may see the whole population every afternoon washing by turns. (Mason 1884: 105, quoting an American traveller)

For a nation that espoused ‘cleanliness is next to godliness’ but where the reality for many children would be the weekly bathnight, this was too good an opportunity for textbook writers to miss. Here was a nation which could be drawn on to affirm and even to exceed English standards in this relatively non-threatening and domestic aspect of life. 

The choice of other countries to which Japan is compared also tells us something about English interests and power relations over time. After Britain, China is the country most commonly compared and contrasted with Japan. Generally Japan comes out the best. The comparative language is revealing: 

The sail from China to Japan places you in an entirely different world. In their dress they [the Japanese] are neat and not gaudy; they choose the chastest and quietest colours. There are no rags or rottenness to be seen in the streets. No filthy diseased beggars infest the thoroughfares. No foul stench poisons God’s sweet atmosphere.  (Mason 1884: 105, quoting an American traveller)

Baker (1896) sees Japan winning two out of three comparisons with China: the Japanese were more eager to adopt western improvements, and the climate was less extreme but the Japanese soil was naturally less fertile than the plains of China. There is implicit comparison with England, and Japan is seen to be more similar to England and therefore receives greater ‘approval’ than China. However, it is not a simple case of the textbooks othering China by drawing similarities between Britain and Japan. For example, Young and Mosby state: ‘Like the Chinese, they [the Japanese] go without milk and meat in order to have more rice and wheat’, which acts to distance both countries through comparison to an implicit English norm (Young and Mosby 1951: 99, emphasis added). After 1980, there is only one comparison with China in the book set. 

In addition to China, for a while comparison to Italy was notable, in particular in respect of Osaka as the ‘Venice of Japan’ because of its canals and bridges. However, this comparison turned negative with Japan’s industrial growth: Learmonth and Learmonth suggest Osaka ‘is like a smoky, dirty Venice’ (1958: 122). The introduction of a geography national curriculum in 1991 foregrounded comparison with USA and Russia (CIS). For example, in their chapter on ‘Superpowers’, Kemp et al. (1992) invite comparison between the three countries, and to a lesser extent the UK, in terms of population, country size and location, physical environment, industry, energy production and trade. While the onus is on the student to compare the countries by using the infographics provided, Japan is positioned in the text as particularly strong in terms of finance and trade: ‘In recent years, Japan has overtaken the USA as the most powerful industrial nation in the world. In economic terms, Japan is now a superpower’ (Kemp et al. 1992: 42). However, in terms of size, total population and internal production of raw materials, Japan is presented as different to the USSR/CIS and USA. Waugh and Bushell’s (1993) shorter comparison of the three emphasises how ‘each country in the word has its own distinctive physical features making it different from all other countries’ (1993: 69). In terms of population and economic features ‘The USA, CIS and Japan all play important roles in the world. Industry and trade have helped to make the USA and Japan wealthy’ (1993: 71). There is less direct comparison with the UK, presumably because such comparison would not be favourable, and no consideration of historical context, a common issue in more recent English geography textbooks. Latter-day geo-political events such as the Japanese recession and rise of Chinese trade already make such comparisons seem dated, and the stipulation to compare the three countries was removed in the 1995 curriculum revision (DfE 1995), but it reflected the concerns of the day in the light of the UK’s declining global economic status. 

Comparison and contrast within Japan
At the start of the period of study, the English knew relatively little about the interior of Japan, as access had been restricted before the 1860s. However, once information started to come back to England, textbooks from the 1880s often gave considerable coverage of diversity within Japan, including climate, landscape, settlements, people and living conditions. Explicit reference is sometimes made to the travel accounts which provided the source of information. Those that could be identified were published nine to twenty-five years before the textbooks that used them. For example, Meiklejohn (1889) draws on Bird (1880) to give details of the indigenous Ainos (Ainu), thus showing diversity in terms of people, though by choosing to recount examples of exotic ‘furry’ appearance he engages in othering of this minority group compared to the assumed ethnic norm. The last book in this set to mention the Ainu is Brooks (1941), but this was a later edition of a book first published in 1916. Spink and Brady (1966) attribute some strengths of the Japanese people, along with the British, to being an “island people … containing many types and races from over the sea” (1966: 186). However, none of the books in the latter part of the twentieth century mention ethnic diversity within Japan, perhaps reflecting post-war Japan’s self-positioning as a homogenous nation state (Martinez 1998).

From the 1900s, town and country is a common way of handling diversity within Japan. For example, Archer and Thomas (1958: 83) draw students’ attention to the need to consider more than the cities: 

We know that when people visit Great Britain and see only the large towns, they miss seeing much that is most beautiful and most interesting in the country. The same is true of Japan. The most beautiful scenery is in the valleys among the mountains, and some of the most interesting sights are the tiny Japanese farms.’

In this way, even diversity within Japan is linked to comparison with England: ‘Visitors from distant lands are often surprised to see how very small the farms are. In England a farm of fifty acres is not considered very large. In Japan not many farms are larger than three acres, and some are smaller than that.’ (Archer and Thomas 1958: 83) In this way, farms are presented as a curiosity, different from the English ‘norm’. Studies of farms producing rice or silk are very common and are often juxtaposed with photos or descriptions of Tokyo or industry in Osaka from the 1930s onwards. There seems to be relatively little evidence that, within representations of Japan in textbooks at least, emphasis on diversity between is accompanied by minimisation of diversity within. Partly this seems to be due to the comprehensive nature of earlier textbooks, then the explicit attempts of later books to include internal diversity. However, it is commonly the case that diversity within Japan is simplified, sometimes to the extent of forming a new stereotype in binary form.

The representation of contrasting traditional and modern/high-tech ‘sides’ of Japan, as seen in contemporary English media and classroom discourse (Taylor 2014), is evident in the textbook set from 1932 onwards. For example, Stamp and Suggate (1939) include a photograph of two women walking down a street, the older one wearing a kimono and looking down, the younger wearing a blouse and calf-length skirt with front vents, looking directly at the camera. The photograph is titled ‘Old and new in Tokyo. A Japanese mother of the middle classes in old Japanese costume shopping along with her very modern daughter.’ (p. 250, emphases added). There are some interesting choices here – firstly to include the photograph, which is not referenced from the text but accompanies a narrative of Japan’s economic development, and, secondly, to give it this caption. To choose to include it, clearly the writers felt it was in some way puzzling, surprising or intriguing that members of the same family might wear such outfits. Did they feel that this contrast represented a tension in Japan of the time, or an affirmation of ‘old’ ways passing away and more ‘modern’ (more western) appearances coming to prominence? The representation of co-existence of ‘old’ and ‘modern’ in Japan, expressed through a variety of terms, is one that continues in the textbooks to the 1990s (see table 2). 


Adjective relating to ‘old’	Adjective relating to ‘modern’	Context in which used	Reference
Ancient	Modern	Kyoto	Stembridge (1932)
Old	New, very modern	Women in Tokyo	Stamp and Suggate (1939)
Ancient	Modern, western	Tokyo	Brooks (1941)
Unchanged	Up-to-date, modern	Countryside/Tokyo	Young and Mosby (1951)
Old-fashioned	Modern	Japanese cities	Spink and Brady (1966)
Older	Modern	Farm styles	Honeybone and Graves (1966)
Older	Modern	Farm styles	Rushby, Bell and Dybeck (1967)
Old, old-established	Modern, new	Cities	Rushby, Bell and Dybeck (1971)
Old	New	People outside  a temple	Beddis (1982)
Traditional, old	Modern, new	Lifestyle	Kemp et al. (1992)
Traditional	Modern, western-style	Way of life	Waugh and Bushell (1993)
Traditional 	Modern	Way of life, buildings	Waugh and Bushell (1995)

Table 2: Contrasts between old and new in Japan (11 textbooks in the set published since 1932 that do not use this contrast are not included)

More recently, Waugh and Bushell (1995: 86-87) include a double-page spread with seven drawings of ‘traditional way of life’ such as sumo wrestling and a woman in a kimono on the left side and seven contemporary consumer goods made in Japan, such as a TV and computer, on the right side. A bullet train, moving from left to right, joins the picture montage together. A photograph of a bullet train passing Mount Fuji is also on the front cover of Kemp et al. (1992) and on the title page of Waugh and Bushell (1993). Although the choice of these photographs is not explained in the text, it is not unreasonable to assume they show a contrast between different ‘sides’ of Japan. 

The emergence of a binary representation such as ‘old’ and ‘modern’ is not especially surprising as a way of handling diversity within (Picton 2008), but why this binary for Japan? When examined through the lens of power relations, could it be a way of ‘taming’ (making safe) the growing threat to the UK of Japan as an economic power by highlighting the perceived co-existence of the country’s past? Zagumny and Richey (2012: 1339) judged use of the traditional/modern binary within the context of Southwest Asia and North Africa to be an Orientalist enterprise, presenting cultures in a timewarp ‘[d]espite the newest technology and Western-style products’. In this way, concern about the competition Japan posed as a strong economic and geo-political power is somehow mitigated by presenting the continued presence of Japan’s ‘traditional’ culture as a puzzling or eccentric anachronism. This possibility can be further explored through considering narratives of change as presented in the textbooks. 

Narratives of change
Japan as a producer is a constant theme through the books. The type of goods highlighted changes over time as tea, rice, camphor, silk and cotton give way to industry, trains, shipping, electrics and electronics. Four main narratives of change can be distinguished in the textbooks over the period of study. These all foreground economic growth, though it is accompanied by population growth and urbanisation. 

First there are the change narratives of opening and early growth: ‘Till lately none but the Chinese and Dutch were allowed to trade with the country, and the latter were limited to the port of Nangasaki [sic]; but several ports are now open to foreign commerce’ (Curtis 1867: 34). The increasing contact between Japan and other nations which accompanied the Meiji restoration from 1868 won approval from textbook writers. ‘Till recent times, the Japanese stood aloof from other nations, and excluded foreigners from their country. Now they communicate freely with the civilized world, and have adopted the telegraph, the railway, and other inventions of European nations.’ (Anon. 1884: 111, emphases added). Not only did Japan have characteristics seen as similar to Britain, the Japanese are represented as wanting to become more like groups with which Britain identified, thus affirming self-image, in the same way as seen in the ‘Britain of the East’ representation. These narratives were not restricted to the earliest books: 

The Japanese were surprised and worried to find out that they had fallen 500 years behind the western countries. But they are a skilful people, intelligent, patient and extremely hard-working, and the speed with which they caught us up makes one of the most amazing stories in the world’s history (Young and Mosby 1951: 95, emphasis added) 

To consider the power dimension, it seems likely that it was seen as safe to praise Japan in the narrative of early growth because, though powerful in the region, it was not a political or economic threat to Britain. However, in the second phase of narratives of change, up to World War II, as transport technology improved, this was no longer the case. Around 1913, one book notes expansion to Eastern markets: ‘During the past 40 years, the Japanese have shown an extraordinary readiness to adopt both Western industries and Western manufacturing and in many of the latter, cotton especially, they are rapidly ousting western nations from the eastern markets.’ (Anon, c. 1913: 181). In particular, this was represented as adversely affecting the Lancashire cotton industry in England. Brooks (1941: 208-209) notes that ‘to-day she [Japan] is Lancashire’s most serious rival in every part of the world’. The power relations have turned and it is no longer beneficial to the home nation to affirm Japan’s progress. To counter the threat, Stembridge (1932: 219) employs negative comparison as a distancing technique:  ‘the quality of the goods they turn out is not nearly so good as the cotton goods produced in Lancashire’. 

The third narrative of change concerns the post-World War II reconstruction. Young and Mosby (1951) give post-war Japan sympathetic treatment. The need for new territory to respond to population pressure was suggested as the motivation for war. ‘In the end they were beaten, their cities lay in ruins, and they themselves were worse off than ever before. The war had solved none of their problems’ (Young and Mosby 1951: 102, note the didactic undertones in the final sentence). The post-war narrative of change shows Japan rebuilding a flourishing economy through hard work, low-cost skilled labour and government support. In 1964, Silley comments ‘Japan is the technological giant of Asia’ (1964: 193) and Spink and Brady (1966) titled their chapter ‘Japan, An Island Power’. The cotton industry aside, Japan was not yet a major economic threat to Britain, so growth could still be praised, as in the earlier part of the twentieth century, for example the ‘skill and intelligence of her people who have become very clever workers in industry. In this respect they are like the British workers.’ (Spink and Brady 1966: 193). Again, this affirms the qualities of the home nation by comparison with the distant place. However, by the late 1960s, Japan’s economic power was starting to raise a more negative reaction. For example, Penrose (1968: 194) comments, somewhat plaintively, ‘They have become the biggest shipbuilding nation in the world and they now make more ships than we do’. 

This leads in to the fourth narrative of change – the high-tech boom of the 1980s and 1990s. Penrose (1968: 196) gives a pre-cursor of this when he states: ‘The Japanese are at least our equals and may be ahead of us in the world of radio and television’. In 1982, Beddis comments ‘It [Japan] has overtaken the Germans as makers of high quality cameras and the Swiss as makers of watches. In 1980, it overtook the United States as the leading producer of steel and motor cars’ (Beddis 1982: 38). In 1993, Waugh and Bushell commented ‘Japan then turned its attention to producing cars and to developing electronics and high technology industries. The Japanese have become the world leaders in producing video recorders and camcorders, stereo sound and compact disc systems, cameras and computer parts’ (1993: 76). There are power-laden overtones here of the Japanese economic threat identified in US literature (Morley and Robins 1992). Alongside this fourth narrative, we see the first sign of what might be called ‘technical oddity’ in Penrose (1968: 196) with mention of ‘a transistor TV set that can be worn on the head’. Later, photographs of small-scale but high-tech farm machinery and robots making cars are common (Kemp et al. 1992, Waugh 1987, Waugh and Bushell, 1993, 1995). Could this be another way of distancing a threat by relegating it to a curiosity, similar to the old-modern binary seen as a device of comparison within Japan?

Another way of diluting the threat from the fourth narrative of change is by drawing attention to the negative consequences of growth. For example, Lui Fyson (1975: 38) states: ‘Japan has been something of an economic miracle since World War II, but the costs of industrialisation have been high’. The problems of population pressure in relation to food supply was noted from 1913 (Andrews 1913). Lack of raw materials was also a commonly stated problem, joined by industrial pollution from the 1950s. Indeed, the section on Japan in Learmonth and Learmonth (1958) is entitled ‘Japan and her problems’, whereas the other headings of this level in their book simply name the regions, for example ‘South-East Asia’. In 1987, Waugh asks, ‘How has Japan, with only 15% of its land flat enough for development, and lacking in raw materials and sources of energy, become such an industrialised giant?’ (1987: 59). Success is attributed to the Japanese ‘work ethic’, but perhaps as this may cast Britain in a negative light, a source is brought in which refers to this ethic being ‘possibly questionable and indigestible to us’ (Waugh 1987: 59). Pressure on the education of young people was also seen as an issue (Waugh and Bushell 1993), part of the ‘examination-hell’ discourse noted by Nozaki (2001) in the USA. Again, within a narrative of change, the device of a negative comparison is deployed to mitigate a perceived threat. In this way, the devices of comparison and narratives of change are closely linked and mutually reinforcing. 


Whilst much content of the textbooks is ‘simple’ information about climate, landscape, farming, industry and so on, there is also much evidence that heterogeneity both within Japan and between Japan and other countries is heavily ‘handled’. The pedagogical devices of comparison, contrast and narratives of change deployed are not neutral or objective, but can clearly be seen to act with reference to assumed English-British-Western norms to affirm ‘our’ interests and self-image. Japan is ‘allowed’ to win at Top Trumps to a certain extent and with regard to certain criteria, but as soon as the threat is too severe, mitigation strategies are used to deflect or soften it. 

Are there alternative ways to approach comparison, contrast and narratives of change?

So far we have seen that the textbook representations of Japan commonly included an element of evaluation within the devices of comparison, contrast and narratives of change. Frequently this evaluative element served to re-inforce the value of the place-time of the assumed audience (Britain) by othering the distant place-time (Japan). Are there any alternative ways of handling heterogeneity? Evaluation itself is not necessarily a bad thing. Some element of evaluation is clearly necessary within teaching and learning about the world, otherwise it could descend into uncritical relativism. However, perhaps the issue with the form of evaluation in the textbooks analysed is that there is normally a single authorial voice, presented with unquestioned authority, despite the reader being told little about their qualification for such authority. In the set of textbooks studied, source information was rarely given. So a first response in addressing these issues in all disciplines concerned with teaching the world would be to encourage students to engage critically with the positionality of resources (Martin 2013), to be aware of subtle and not-so-subtle judgements being made about the world, and the criteria on which they are based. It is important for teachers to model this in their own use of sources. Secondly we can encourage use of multiple accounts of the world from multiple sources – the polyphony which McDowell (1994) advocates in the context of undergraduate teaching. This is much easier for those teachers and students who have access to a multitude of resources via the internet, but of course even more rigorous critical engagement and questioning of sources is then necessary. 

However, the two suggestions above act only to mitigate the effects of materials which are already imbued with a worldview that affirms the home nation by othering the distant. How can this worldview itself be challenged or reconstructed in disciplines that handle the world? It is important not to counter the negative aspects of representations of differences by simply focussing on similarities: ‘This has the effect of devaluing differences and of avoiding the difficult task of trying to understand them. In the attempt to counteract what are perceived to be negative stereotypes, positive stereotypes are created and these are still underpinned by a whole set of assumptions that remain unexamined’ (Martin 2013: 418). Instead, it is necessary to explore and to recognise difference without seeing it as a threat. In his second set of differences, Burbules (1997) turns attention to the production of difference itself. Rather than automatically accepting and working within dominant category frameworks, he challenges us to think about difference ‘beyond’, ‘within’ or ‘against’ those frameworks. In doing so, we can become conscious of the element of radical otherness within the other and alert to the ways that dominant categories are destabilised or rejected. This was not entirely absent in the textbook set examined. When discussing a photo of young Japanese couple in their 1951 textbook, Young and Mosby (1951: 103, emphasis in original) stated: 

This does not mean that beneath the surface they are just like ourselves. People who live so very differently cannot have quite the same ideas about life; yet this makes it even more important that the peoples of East and West should try to understand each other. 

While classic categories go unchallenged in this statement, there is also respect for the unknowability of the other while advocating the need for dialogue, in a way which must have been counter-cultural at the time.

In the context of narratives of change, this subversion fits with Massey’s consciously political emphasis on contemporaneous heterogeneity – the refusal to deflect the challenge of radical difference within the world now by relegating some elements of this difference to the past (such as in the ‘development queue’). Massey (2005: 12-13) advocates ‘not negative difference but positive heterogeneity’, acknowledging the otherness of the other, recognising different trajectories with their power-geometries and acknowledging the radical openness of the future: ‘the full recognition of contemporaneity implies a spatiality which is a multiplicity of stories-so-far’ (Massey 2005: 189). Applying this to the photograph of two women discussed earlier (Stamp and Suggate 1939), it is important to recognise that both women are now (or were when the photo was taken). One is not in the past! Each wears clothing with different social and cultural histories but both have histories and are equally of the time. In the same way, countries have their own development trajectories and narratives – and all are equally contemporary.

Conclusion
This article has shown that the pedagogical devices of comparison, contrast and narratives of change are comprehensively underpinned by expressions of power and position as heterogeneity is handled in English geography textbooks from 1850 to 2000. When aspects of Japan are shown in a positive light (for example scenery or climate), it tends to be in a way that reinforces, rather than threatens, British self-image. When aspects of Japan become a threat to Britain (usually in the sphere of trade or economy), a negative aspect of that element is also mentioned (such as environmental damage or a culture of overwork). I argue that this serves to lessen or offset the threat. A surprising degree of attention is paid to diversity within Japan, particularly in the older books. This sometimes involves the use of binaries. Of particular interest is an old/modern binary used in some books from the 1930s onwards. In the context of Japan, I argue that the paradox has been mobilised to counter fear that Japan was poised to beat the west at its own game – a reflection of the techno-orientalism proposed by Morley and Robins (1992).

In this context, devices of comparison, contrast and narratives of change are shown to carry with them an evaluative element which reinforces positive self-image for the nation in which the books were published. Is this an unavoidable part of the use of these devices, or does the fault only lie in the criteria and underlying assumptions which form the evaluative element? This is an important question not only within the development of the geography curriculum, teaching and resources, but for any subjects that handle heterogeneity within the world, for example history, social studies, religious studies or languages. Narratives of change will inevitably be part of any attempt to describe a country’s growth over time, whether the narrative is constructed by students, teachers or resource-writers. Also, while blatantly othering contrasts between or within countries might be avoided in modern teaching contexts, it is very hard to avoid implicit comparisons between distant places and the presumed ‘norm’ of the home nation. 
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